Abstract

Many parents are complaining and confused in improving and resolve about their children’s concentration trouble. ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder) is a concentration trouble and impulsive which don’t according with children age. Add is a problem in a focus, concentration and the persistence of doing the task. Maze game is the game which can increase the ability to be thought that the player have to find out the way of a labyrinth. Maze games can train perseverance, concentration and sharpness of perception. To fulfill the user need that increase time by time, that is created Maze 3D game which is played in mobile devices. The developer of mobile device expand new operation system. The use of this research is to develop Maze 3D game with third person shooter point of view. It enables the player to discover the maze and also give a chance such as monster inside the maze. The result is gained that Maze 3D game can compatible with Android Gingerbread 2.3.5 operation system. Include 50 difficulty level in this application.
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